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Background. Community mobility is crucial for maintaining independent functioning and quality of life for older adults. Purpose. The present paper describes the relationship of cognition, particularly speed of processing as measured by the Useful Field of View Test, to mobility as indicated by driving behaviors, life space, and falls among healthy older adults. Research examining the impact of cognitive speed of processing training (SOPT) on older adults’ community mobility (i.e., driving behaviors) is also summarized.

Key Issues. Even slight cognitive declines can place older adults at risk for mobility limitations. However, cognitive interventions like SOPT can mitigate declines in driving mobility. Implications. The potential of SOPT to sustain community mobility among older adults is discussed.

1. Introduction

Mobility may be defined as the ability to move through one’s environment in order to complete a task or achieve a goal [1, 2]. Continued mobility is crucial for maintaining independent functioning and quality of life [3, 4]. Yet, mobility limitations increase with age [3].

Decreased mobility among older adults, defined in this paper as individuals 55 years of age and older, may result from numerous factors such as failing health [3] and vision [5]. Age-related declines in aspects of cognition, including memory, reasoning, executive functioning, and speed of processing [6], may also predict mobility among community-dwelling older adults without dementia [7]. The Useful Field of View Test (UFOV, a registered trademark of Visual Awareness, Inc.) is a cognitive measure of visual processing speed for attentional tasks [8, 9] that has consistently emerged as a predictor of mobility. This paper describes the relationship of cognitive speed of processing, as measured by UFOV, to community mobility as indicated by driving, life space, and the occurrence of falls.

The relationship of UFOV to mobility is of particular interest in that UFOV difficulties can be rehabilitated with training [10–12]. Research has indicated that speed of processing training (SOPT), a cognitive intervention, not only improves speed of processing but also transfers to prolonged safe driving mobility among older adults [13, 14]. Research examining the impact of this intervention on older adults’ driving mobility is summarized. The potential of such cognitive interventions to sustain mobility and quality of life among older adults is discussed.

2. Driving, Life Space, and Falls

Driving is an important aspect of community mobility, particularly for older adults in the United States [15, 16]. UFOV performance has been strongly connected to driving mobility outcomes in several studies [17, 18]. For example, recent prospective studies have found that poorer UFOV performance is a significant risk factor for driving cessation, even after controlling for demographics, vision, and physical performance [19, 20]. UFOV performance is also associated with motor vehicle crashes [21].

Life space, conceptualized as the distance that individuals move concentrically from their homes, is another distinct
3. Speed of Processing Training and Driving

Roener and colleagues [37] examined the efficacy of SOPT among adult drivers aged 55 years and older who were randomized to either SOPT or a control group of driver instruction and simulator training. Speed trained participants’ UFOV scores improved an average of 2.5 standard deviations (sd) more than control group members’ scores, indicating a large effect size. Speed trained participants also showed significantly improved stopping time to road signs while in a driving simulator and made 40% fewer dangerous maneuvers during an on-road driving test. These improvements were maintained over an 18-month follow-up period [37].

In the Staying Keen in Later Life (SKILL) study, older adults aged 63 years and older without dementia and with baseline UFOV difficulties were randomized to either SOPT or a social- and computer-contact control group (n = 126). Training effect sizes were large and averaged 1.94 sd of improvement in UFOV performance relative to the control group [12]. Longitudinal analyses indicated that drivers in the control group experienced greater mobility declines as evidenced by decreased driving exposure and space and increased driving difficulty over a 3-year follow-up period [14]. Drivers who completed the training program were 40% less likely than controls to cease driving during the 3 years [13].

In the Advanced Cognitive Training for Independent and Vital Elderly (ACTIVE) study [38], approximately 3,000 healthy adults aged 65 and older were randomized to one of three cognitive interventions (including SOPT) or a control group. Among the SOPT group, 87% demonstrated reliable UFOV improvement at immediate posttest with an effect size of 1.45 sd relative to the controls, and significant training gains endured over 5 years [39, 40]. Older adults randomized to SOPT were about 50% less likely to experience a motor-vehicle crash over the next 5 years [41].

Aside from mobility and cognitive speed of processing as measured by UFOV, SOPT also positively influences other aspects of older adults’ lives. The ACTIVE study demonstrated that SOPT prevents declines in self-rated health and health-related quality-of-life across 5 years [42, 43]. Recent analyses indicate that SOPT also resulted in statistically significant reductions in predicted medical care expenditures and risk of depressive symptoms [44, 45]. Thus, SOPT has many potential benefits for older adults.

4. Conclusion

Many factors impact mobility among older adults, including demographic, sensory, and medical factors [3]. However, even among community-dwelling older adults without dementia, cognition (particularly speed of processing) is independently associated with community mobility as measured by life space, falls, and driving. Even subtle cognitive declines can place older adults at risk for mobility losses.

Risk for mobility loss, particularly driving mobility, can be assessed relatively quickly with UFOV. UFOV Task 2 has been used to indicate mobility risk in a Department of Motor Vehicles-setting [18] and can be administered in
10–15 minutes. Older adults who show UFOV difficulties (Task 2 score ≥150 or Task 3 + 4 score ≥800) are most likely to immediately benefit from SOPT [35]. However, advantages from training have also been observed among general samples of older adults, including prolonged driving mobility and safety [14, 37, 41]. Furthermore, older adults have experienced maintained health-related quality of life and decreased risk for depression from participating in SOPT [42, 45]. This testing and training technology can be implemented to promote cognitive health and sustain safe driving mobility among older adults. Although current evidence demonstrates that SOPT prolongs safe driving mobility, further research should investigate if SOPT or other cognitive interventions may preserve other aspects of community mobility as well, such as life space and falls. Since there is evidence that UFOV is related to life space and falls, these domains may be positively impacted by SOPT.

In conclusion, even among older adults without dementia, evidence-based cognitive training programs like SOPT should be considered for the goals of maintaining and possibly enhancing mobility among older adults. Such interventions have great potential to preserve independence and quality of life with advancing age.
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